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Looking for Hope in 2021
As our country turns the page on a
chaotic year, Local 338 members
are regularly reminded that the
social and economic effects of
this pandemic are far from over.
You continue to walk into your
jobsites wearing masks, reminding
customers to do the same.
Occasionally, you are given a nod of
appreciation by a regular shopper
or even a supervisor, or a show of
appreciation through social media
by your local elected representative.
I know it’s been challenging, and
COVID fatigue is either beginning
to set in, or you’ve felt it for months
now. However, despite the feelings
that this may never end, we should
also be optimistic that with a new
year and new leadership, hope is
on the horizon.
We as a nation are ready to move
on and move forward in 2021.
The events of the January 6th
insurrection will forever leave a
stain in the history of our nation. As
horrifying as the riot on our Capitol
was, it allows us to reflect on what’s
not working in government, and
how our democracy can improve.
Many of us realize, if we want our
voices heard, violence does not
- and will not - work. As a country
we must find a way to air out
our political grievances without
becoming offensive or violent. We
must accept the truth and facts,
even when we may not like it. Most

importantly, as President Biden said
in his Inauguration Address last
month, “this is our historic moment
of crisis and challenge, and unity is
the path forward.”
We have gained ground on many
of our goals the past four years
all while dealing with a hostile
administration in Washington. With
the support of our members and
partners in government, I have
no doubt we will continue to be
successful in advocating for the
priorities of our members in 2021.
The pandemic has highlighted how
the issues impacting members of
Local 338 are more critical than ever
to address. Workers have needs
which still have yet to be properly
tackled including, fair wages,
access to quality and affordable
childcare, rising healthcare costs,
student loan reform, pension
and retirement security, and
strong workplace health & safety
regulations. This also doesn’t
even scratch the surface all of
the new issues that the pandemic
has caused, and we face a long
road towards full economic and
societal recovery. Yet, 2021 reveals
a hopeful atmosphere of recovery
and rehabilitation, we remain
cautiously optimistic that our new
leadership in the White House and
the halls of Congress will govern
with the goals of improving the lives
of working people.
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More locally, we have and continue
to partner with State and Local
elected officials to ensure that
Local 338 members are eligible
for the COVID-19 vaccine, but
equally as important is that they
have access to appointments. We
know that the rollout has been off
to a slow start, but we expect this to
change as allotments for New York
State increases along with vaccine
production. Securing access to
vaccines is one of our top priorities
as it is a critical component of
our ability to return to a sense of
“normal.”
The emerging theme of 2021 is
recovery and progress. But we
cannot move forward without first
acknowledging the trauma of the
last year. Many of our members,
family and friends have experienced
the impact of COVID-19 directly.
We honor the memory of the over
500,000 Americans who we lost,
including members of Local 338.
This pandemic has taken much
from our lives, but you’ve remained
heroes of this crisis. As your
President, I will ensure the world
always remembers and honors the
risks and sacrifices of Local 338
essential workers. Please continue
to hang in there, there is hope on
the horizon.

An America
that Works
for Workers
One of the cornerstones of President Biden’s campaign was strengthening the rights of working
people, and we know he’s going to do as much as he can to follow through on that promise. One of
the initiatives he has been supportive of is the Congressional effort to pass the Protecting the Right
to Organize Act, or the PRO Act. This legislation would make it easier for workers to exercise their
right to organize and reap the benefits of being in a union.
If passed, the bill would allow the National Labor Relations Board to fine employers $50,000 for
violating labor laws, making it much harder for employers to interfere with the organization process by
intimidating or firing workers. It would also make it easier for workers to negotiate their first contract—
currently, only half of successful union campaigns make it to their first contract within a year of
winning an election. This legislation would also repeal “right to work” laws, which hurt workers and
lead to lower wages, dangerous workplaces and fewer benefits.
The most exciting thing about the legislation is that it would allow workers in the “gig economy” to
organize—meaning our brothers and sisters who work for ridesharing or food delivery companies
would have the opportunity to organize with a union! If passed, the PRO Act would be a massive
victory for working people in the United States.
In addition to the PRO Act, President Biden supports raising the federal minimum wage to $15/hour.
He knows that the current rate of $7.25 is not enough to support workers—Americans deserve to
be able to support themselves and their families no matter what they do for a living and raising the
minimum wage to $15 is the only way to help them do it.
President Biden has made sure workers have a voice in federal government by removing anti-worker
members of the National Labor Relations Board, as well as nominating Boston Mayor Marty Walsh
as his Secretary of Labor. Mayor Walsh, who is also the former head of the Boston Building Trades
and Construction Council, has been a longtime ally to the labor movement and stood with UFCW
members in New England when they were on strike at Stop & Shop. We are confident he will be a
great advocate for working people when he is confirmed by the Senate.
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Vaccinations
are Coming!
Local 338 has been working non-stop to ensure our members
are given the most accurate, up-to-date information regarding
COVID-19 testing and vaccinations. In order to better serve
our members, Local 338 has partnered with local county
leaders and Departments of Health to set up multiple
opportunities for members to get vaccinated across our area.
In these chaotic times, we are working around the clock so
Local 338 members have access to as many vaccination
appointments as possible.
Local 338 member Germaine Lucatuorto of ShopRite received
her COVID-19 vaccination at Suffolk Community College in
Brentwood a few weeks ago, after Local 338 scheduled her
an appointment. Germaine says, “I want to thank the union
for getting this organized for us. We are working with people
every day and want to keep
everybody safe. So, this
means the world to me.
The whole process was
easy, quick and painless. I
love my union.”
Local 338 will continue
to
work
with
local
Departments of Health to secure more vaccination
appointments, as well as fight to increase vaccine eligibility
for all Local 338 essential members. We encourage you to
continue to check your emails and texts for messages from
us about upcoming appointment opportunities. Not sure if
we have your most up-to-date email address or cell phone
number? Simply log in to your “My Local 338” account
(mylocal338.org) or Local 338 app to update your contact
information.
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Essential Pay for
Essential Work
Essential workers deserve hazard pay during
COVID-19. The pandemic is not over, and the danger
still exists in full force.
UFCW members have been working and getting sick
during this pandemic. Over 69,900 members have
been infected or exposed to the virus. You have
been reporting to work throughout the pandemic and
deserve to be compensated for the extreme risk that
you and your families face every day.
In order to recognize and reward the sacrifices made
by essential workers, lawmakers have introduced a
COVID-19 relief bill in Congress which guarantees
additional Hazard Pay to workers. Our State’s
congressional leaders need to hear from YOU about
what you are facing on the frontlines to stress the
urgent need to fight for hazard pay. We need your
help to get enough votes to pass this crucial bill in
Congress!
The United Food and Commercial Workers Union
has created a way to send a message directly to your
representatives. Click Here and feel free to customize
the email to tell your story about COVID-19.
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Joseph Fontano

Secretary - Treasurer

A Better World Only Costs 25 Cents

Meeting the needs, wants and
goals of our members are at
the forefront of our priorities
here at Local 338. One of the
ways we pursue those goals is
through politics by supporting
political candidates and elected
officials that support policies
that benefit our members! To
ensure your voice is heard at all
levels of government, Local 338
created our own Political Action
Committee (PAC), which we use
to help move and support elected
officials on policies that impact
us directly. Issues ranging from
affordable
quality
childcare,
legalizing adult-use cannabis, to
ensuring grocery and pharmacy
workers are classified as essential
workers during the pandemic
and ensuring the availability of
vaccination appointments for you.

max donation is up to $1.90 per
week) to the Local 338 PAC, you
become part of a larger movement
to support Local 338 essential
workers. You become more
directly involved in progressing
the Labor Movement forward
and, more importantly, achieving
the goals shared by so many of
your fellow members. Through
PAC, Local 338 has the ability to
influence political agendas across
the state and country to pressure
companies to provide hazard
pay, increase the state budget to
include more childcare subsidies
and motivating local Departments
of Health to set up vaccination
sites exclusively for our members.
Sadly, politics is driven by money.
Local 338 PAC exists to make sure

By donating as little as $0.25 per
week or choosing to give more (the
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your voice is heard at all levels of
government and to ensure that
any policies and laws that reflect
the needs of our members, but we
need your participation to succeed.
Through the relationships we
have built and with the support of
our PAC, we have been able to
vaccinate thousands of members
living in New York City and Long
Island, and are now working with
the state and local governments
to open up dedicated vaccination
appointments for our members
living in other regions of the State.
Click here to sign up online today
to contribute to PAC and join
the hundreds of other Local 338
members who are changing the
world.

The Night Crew Whisperer,

Michael Colaizzo

Getting To Know

Your Executive Board Members

Local 338 Executive Board Member Michael Colaizzo grew
up in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn and joined Local 338 as a parttimer working at the Big Apple Supermarket in Manhattan. In
his early days as a union member, Mike grew inspired by the
camaraderie and solidarity that came with being a Local 338
worker. He understood the benefits associated with union
membership and sought to strengthen the labor movement
with his fellow coworkers through active participation and
volunteering whenever he could.
Mike often worked the night shift, experiencing a world
many Local 338 essential workers might find unfamiliar.
Mike enjoys updating his fellow members about major union
news, participating in political discussions and trying to solve
local problems occurring in the stores. Mike always attends
union events in order to stay active while also working on
the night crew 6 days a week at Stop & Shop on Staten
Island. While the work of all Shop Stewards is noble and
challenging, it can be difficult for a day crew Shop Steward
to completely understand the experiences of someone who
works overnight.
Mike found his call to duty and uses his unique position as
a night crew employee to represent the needs and issues
these members encounter at Executive Board meetings.
He often stresses the night shift presents a very different,
but equally important role as the day shift. The night shift is
very physically demanding, requiring enormous energy for a
job occurring when most people are already fast asleep. It’s
repetitious, often requiring tremendous, continuous focus to
ensure everything is done correctly. Mike often says, “to be a
night crew worker, you must be focused and ready to work.
You can’t come into work tired or lazy. Honestly, it takes a
strong will to work at night.”
Michael is a leader at Local 338 in order to make the lives
of his coworkers better and easier. He understands the
responsibility that comes with being an essential worker in the
new world we find ourselves in. Mike shoulders the enormous
burden of working during the pandemic because to him,
being there for his community is important and necessary.
When Mike isn’t serving his community, he enjoys watching
baseball, hockey or horse racing and spending time with his
three kids and two grandchildren. Michael has these words
to share with his fellow member, “I’m a member first. On the
Executive Board, I am your voice. I hope everyone stays
safe and healthy and hopefully this will be over soon. Make
sure you get vaccinated when you can and stay positive!”
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Eileen Snyder

Santa Claus, the Essential Worker
Eileen Snyder, who works at Shop & Stop in Massapequa, has been
a proud and loyal Local 338 member since 1973 and was recently
appointed the Shop Steward for her store. Even prior to taking on her
new role, she has worked hard to ensure her fellow members in the shop
are given proper representation and hears their concerns and issues with
compassion and interest. After hearing that her community’s children
needed our help, she felt a moral obligation to let her co-members know
of an opportunity to make the world a happier place at the holidays.
Eileen and her husband felt grateful they had the ability to work and care
for their community during the pandemic, while so many were without a
means of steady income, particularly during the holidays. They thought,
how can we give back this holiday season? They decided to donate toys
to the John Theissen Children’s Foundation, a Local 338 partner who
provides toys and items like school supplies to children in need. As a
leader in her store, Eileen felt it would uplift her coworkers’ mood to join
in the spirit of giving. So, she rallied the troops and asked her fellow
members to chip in whatever they could!
As a result of Eileen’s organizing campaign, she was able to raise $365!
With this money, Eileen and her fellow members at the store purchased
the most needed toys, such as baby and younger children’s items and
older girls’ toys. They filled up dozens of shopping bags worth of toys and
donated everything to John Theissen Children’s Foundation. Eileen says,
“Felt great to do something for those in need. It’s a warm feeling. Thank
god we have our health; we are lucky, and we know the pain of others
suffering through COVID. Everyone at the store felt like we needed to
give back.” Her message to her fellow members: “Think about what you
have and be grateful. If you have time, money, energy, your health – try
to give back to someone who’s in need. It’s a great feeling.” It looks like
Santa Claus is an essential worker this year too!

338 News is YOUR News Source

Do you have a unique hobby, a special talent or a great accomplishment that you would like to share? Maybe you
love to woodwork and have a back porch to prove it. Perhaps your coworker recently won an award but is too
humble to brag about it.

Our unique abilities are what make us different but our togetherness as a union is what makes us strong. Contact
Andrew Koven at 516-294-1338 Ext.1320 or email him at AKoven@local338.org to be considered as a feature in
the next issue of 338 News.
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Neil E. Gonzalvo
Executive Vice President

Building a Contract
A major component of negotiating a Union contract
is member participation. As Local 338 members,
you have a clearly defined contract which defines
your benefits and rights as a union-represented
employee. In order to construct a contract, Local
338 negotiators need to first understand the
needs and wants of the members working in the
shop. Our members build a contract which fits
their needs. Your input is absolutely crucial in
creating a successful contract.
The more member participation our negotiators
receive, the more likely the union contract will
reflect what our members want. If we don’t hear
from you, we won’t know what you want outlined in
your contract. Often times, Local 338 has multiple
negotiations going on at once. So, we strongly
depend on our Shop Stewards to relay what’s
going on in the shops in order to build a strong
negotiating outline. The best thing you can do for
your family and your fellow coworkers is to tell
your Shop Steward what you want to see in your
contract. Better yet, let your union representative
know you are interested in becoming a Shop
Steward and take direct action in building your

shop’s contract.
You should read and study your contract closely.
You may see something you want changed. It’s
important our members stay informed on what’s
going on during negotiations. In order to view your
contract, you can simply log onto your “My Local
338” account and click “My Local 338 Contract”
on the left side of the page. It’s okay to be curious,
we need your questions, input and participation
to bargain for a fair contract. Speak up, keep
informed and stay safe!

IT PAYS TO BE UNION
Since February 2021, Local 338, through grievances and
arbitrations, collected funds and returned back wages to our
members in excess of

$2,488
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We Love Our Members
This Valentine’s Day, we wanted to take a moment to appreciate our members and all
that they’ve done over the last year. After all of the sacrifices that our members have
made as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic over the last year, we wanted to make sure
you knew how much we love our membership.

Your dedication to your jobs and continuing to go to work to stock shelves, provide
care to those who need it, bag groceries and more is what makes Local 338 members
different than the rest. You show up for your communities when they need you the
most despite the risks, and we can’t thank you enough for that. We are incredibly
proud to be your union and to have the chance to represent you on the job.

From all of us at Local 338—thank you, and Happy Valentine’s Day!
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Considering Pursuing Higher Education?
Have a Dependent in College?

Don’t Let These Scholarship Opportunities Pass You By!
As a member of Local 338, you have access to a variety of different scholarship opportunities for you or your
dependents. Applications are now open for several scholarships, including the ones listed below

Local 338 Scholarship
Awards Program

The Local 338 Scholarship at
Nassau Community College

Island Federal
Credit Union Scholarship

The Local 338 Scholarship Awards Program
is open to all active Local 338 members and
their dependents as long as they have been
a member for a minimum of one year from
the date the short form application is due,
which is March 19, 2021. Students who are
High School seniors or currently enrolled
at a college/university or a trade/vocational
school may apply.

The scholarship is open to members or their
dependents who are or will be attending
classes full time at Nassau Community
College. The award is up to $2,000 for
two consecutive semesters as long as the
recipient maintains the eligibility criteria.
The deadline to apply is March 1, 2021.

Every spring, Island Federal Credit Union
awards scholarships to high school seniors
who will be continuing their education full
time at a college or university. Prizes range
from $2,500 to $10,000. This scholarship
opportunity is open to members of the
Island Federal Credit Union only, and the
deadline to apply is April 16, 2021.

For more information on how to apply to these scholarships, please visit local338.org. We encourage you to
check the website and your “My Local 338” account for updates on when additional scholarship opportunities
open for applications.
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Partnership Benefit

Local 338 is proud to introduce a new benefit available for members through the Empire State College! Our
partnership with SUNY Empire State College will provide our members with new, affordable opportunities to
pursue higher education and certifications at reduced cost.
Local 338 students will be able to apply for a number of different degrees
and certifications across a variety of subjects. We want our members
to have every opportunity to succeed. By taking advantage of the
SUNY Empire State College Partnership Benefit Program, Local
338 members, spouses and their dependents have access to:
• Associate, Bachelor’s and Master’s
degree programs,
• Affordable College tuition,
• Flexible class schedules,
• College credit for previous learning,
and more!
Applying is easy, just visit:
www.esc.edu/Apply
and enter the code:
ECPTRLOC
If you have any questions regarding any
scholarships which may apply to you, feel free to
reach out to Andrew at 516-295-1338 ext. 1320.

NOTICE
You have the right to give up your union membership. You also have the right to object to paying for union activities not related to the union’s duties
as bargaining agent and to obtain a reduction in fees for such activities. You have the right to receive sufficient information to enable you to decide
whether to become an objector, and the right to be told of the union’s procedures for becoming an objector.
If you choose to give up your membership, you lose all your rights as a union member, including
• the right to vote “yes” or “no” on your next union contract,
• the right to vote for union officers and shop stewards,
• the right to attend union meetings, and
• the right to member benefits such as scholarship
opportunities & union member discount programs.
Being a union member sends your employer the message that you are determined to protect your rights & benefits and to stand united
with your co-workers.
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We’re Here To Help!
With Jennifer Lipack
MAP Director

Getting in a Workout
FOR FREE
Exercising is difficult, even in normal times. Faced with a pandemic and an ever-increasing risk of infection
while going to the gym, exercising may now seem unmanageable! While its certainly become more difficult,
exercising is by no means impossible in the modern era. Exercising offers an excellent way to stay healthy
both physically and mentally while releasing endorphins to help get you through the day.
There are hundreds of exercise apps anyone can download off the App Store or Google Play Store. These
apps offer various designs and easy-to-follow directions to lose weight, gain muscle, or simply release some
pent-up energy. You can target different muscles, develop a personalized weight loss program or keep track
of your at-home workouts. Here are the most popular, free exercise apps in the App Store:

PEAR Personalized
Fitness Coach

Skimble’s Workout
Trainer

Seven
7 Minute Workout

Nike
Training Club

Freeletics
Training Coach

Guided workouts
designed to adapt
to your personal
performance,

Offers exercise training
routines, perfect for
newbies

One of the best
workout apps for a
quick, 7-minute per day
exercise

You’ll have access to a
vast library of exercises
and stretches,

No weights at home?
No problem! This app
uses your body weight to
exercise

Don’t let the gym be your only method of exercise. We have access to incredible new tools at the tips of our
fingers. Local 338’s Member Assistance Program is here to offer help however you may need it. No matter
the issue, we promise to extend an unbiased, non-judgmental ear, and we will work together to navigate
through any problem. Give us a call at 516-294-1338 ext. 1304.
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My Benefits
With

Ismael Torres

Funds Administrator

Inner Imaging

ii

Local 338 members have an excellent opportunity to take care of their cardio
health. Now, more than ever is the perfect time to get your heart health
checked out with our new Inner Imaging benefit. Did you know that roughly
half of heart attacks occur in patients who are not deemed “high risk”? Inner
Imaging offers Heart Scans which can detect calcified plaque in your arteries
at its earliest stages, potentially saving you from a heart attack down the line.
Cardiovascular disease is the number one killer among men and women in the
United States, making it even more important to get your heart looked at and
begin treatment as soon as possible, should you need it.
Inner Imaging is conveniently located in Manhattan and uses a specialized scanner
that can detect for 116 diseases, including Heart Disease, and 11 forms of cancer,
often before they would show up on a regular test. The scanner has no tight
spaces, and you’ll receive your results quickly. Symptoms of heart disease can
take decades to appear and when they do, they may complicate treatment, which
is why it’s better to check on your heart now rather than waiting for symptoms
to appear.

This free benefit is eligible for members over 40 years old
who are part of the Local
338 Health & Welfare
Fund.
Additionally,
eligible members, spouses
and dependents who are under the age of 40, will now be able to
take advantage of this benefit with a prescription from your doctor.
If you are over 65 and not enrolled in the Local 338 Health
& Welfare Fund, you can also take advantage of Inner
Imaging at a deeply discounted rate. To
learn more about Inner Imaging
or their services, please feel
free to reach out to the Union
Office at 516-294-1338
ext. 1776.
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Wishing Our Members A Happy Retirement !
(Local 338’s recent retirees between January 1 - February 28, 2021)

Elias Akomah

Barry Heller

Peter Palma

Patrick Alaimo

Carl Hendrix

Mussrrat Qureshi

Oscar Alexandre

Jose Hidalgo

Devarajan Ranganathan

Cecilia Alvarez

William Iarrobino

Leonard Robinson

Richard Anzalone

Jacinta Jones

Elena Rojas

Carmen Arminio

Matthew Kessler

Jeffrey Rubin

Joseph Ballard

Rafael Khoury

Maria Sanchez

Cristino Carcano

Gary Labarbera

Kathleen Schell

Diana Clarke

Jorge Lascano

Roseann Seuffert

Susan Dadich

Nancy Lebrun

Eneil Simpson

Timothy Donlon

Joseph Manzo

Basma Speregon

Carlos Ferreira

George Marano

Louann Ulmer

Johnnie Graham

Eileen Meehan

Anna Marie Wanchew

Caroline Guinyard

Carlo Oliveri

Alrica Weatherlyduffus

Abdel Halaybeh

Robert Padrone

“Retired from my job, not from my union”
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Once a month we feature a member on social media who’s going above and beyond
as part of our Super Member Monday series! Recently, we’ve featured Akeem, who’s
been a member for 7 years and was honored as the Gristedes employee of the year in
2015! He also loves to read science fiction and novels written by Black authors.
We’ve also featured Tina, a 30-year member who is artistic and loves to scrapbook
and spend time with her children. Dilek was another Super Member—she’s been part
of our union family for 16 years and participated in the UFCW’s free Online Language
classes. She is an avid baker and eventually wants to launch her own catering business!
We’re so proud to represent a diverse group of members and want to showcase as many
as we can. If you think you know someone who is a Super Member, let us know! We’d
love to feature them on our social media platforms. To stay up to date on all things Local
338, follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.

John DiFillipo

Akeem Anderson

John DiFillipo has been a Local 388 member for nearly six
years and works at Stop & Shop in West Hempstead. He
loves music. His favorite genres are Classic and Alternative
Rock, Metal and Hip-Hop from the 90s. In John’s spare
time, he enjoys preparing speeches and readings for his
Saturday night Neo Catechumenal Way mass. He loves
going to Church 2-3 times a week.

Akeem Anderson has been a Local 388 member for nearly
seven years and works at Gristedes. Akeem loves to read
Science Fiction novels, especially those about Sea Monsters
and novels written by Black American authors! In 2015,
Akeem was honored as the Gristedes employee of the year!

LOCAL 338 MEMBER MEETINGS
Join Us for Our Next Virtual
Membership Meeting!

Monday,
June 14, 2021

Meeting registration details will be
emailed in the coming weeks.
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“My Local 338” is Here for You!
As a member of Local 338, you two easy ways that you can access important
information related to your union on your smartphone - the Local 338 app and
mylocal338.org! You’ll be able to view all of your Local 338 news and benefits in
the palm of your hand. By logging into the Local 338 App or MyLocal338.org you
can:
• View your Union Contract
• Directly Message Your Union Representative, as well as the Local 338 Office
to Have Your Questions Answered
• Learn More about the Important Benefits Guaranteed to You, including Your
Retirement and Health Benefits
• Stay Up to Date on Local 338 News and Events
• Access issues of 338 News to Read Informative, Fun & Interesting Articles
• Apply for Various Scholarships Available to You and Your Family
• Find Exclusive Member Discounts
• And much, much more!
You can download the Local 338 App by searching “Local 338” in the App Store or
Google Play Store. Once it’s downloaded, you’ll log-in using the same username
and password that you created for your “My Local 338” account. Don’t have an
account yet? That’s okay, you can easily register through the app!

Update Your Information
Don’t miss out on all of the member discounts,
benefits, negotiations, news and other events that are
important to you as a Local 338 member or retiree!
Click Here To Update

local338.org/forms/contact-info-update

Stay Involved With Local 338 on

75
450

S cial Media
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